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Fig. 12: picture of a part the gap before and after approximately 10 TSA

(Gap width enhanced)
VI.

We have performed secondary arcing tests on an aged
grouted solar cell coupon using two kinds of flashover
simulators providing current peak and duration corresponding
to the discharge of a complete solar array surface and so, more
realistic than a discharge capacitance.

Fig. 11: current and arc voltage values during the beginning of a TSA

Lab.

TABLE 4: arcing test results of different labs
Arc type
SAS
(maximum duration)

KIT [1]

100V-2.4A

TSA (66ms)

NASA-GRS [2]

100V- 2.2A

TSA (>2.6ms ?)

120V- 1A

TSA (1.25ms)

120V- 2A

TSA (320ms)

120V- 2.4A

PSA

ONERA
(this work)

V.

SUMMARY

Results show that aged grouted coupon is not protected
from primary arc because aging uncover large parts of solar
cell edges. Secondary arcs (NSA) occur at relatively low SAS
value (60V-0.6A). Sustained arcs (TSA) are triggered at higher
SAS value (120V-1A) and permanent arc (PSA) is established
for a SAS value of 120V-2.4A.
There is no discrepancy with other labs tests performed on
the same aged grouted coupon considering they have got TSA
for the same SAS values.
Considering these results, our flashover simulators do not
favor PSA occurrence even though all arc durations is several
hundred of µs.

DISCUSSION

The interest to be as realistic as possible for secondary
arcing test was born when we find that it was possible to have
large flashovers on complete solar panel surfaces [3] and that it
was not satisfactory to simulate the corresponding amount of
charges released by a capacitance added to the satellite
capacitance Csat because it supposes a flashover peak current of
several tenth of Amperes. The two flashover simulators
presented here are approaches to go in this way.
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